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Abstract

Existing research identifies preschoolers with communication delays as a population at

risk for the development of behavioural concerns. This risk increases when additional

environmental factors such as parental stress and family conflict are also present. Research has

also shown that behavioural concerns can be stable over time when they develop early. However,

early intervention has been shown to be effective in addressing these concerns. The effectiveness

of early intervention in addressing both child and family outcomes increases when interventions

are delivered in a family-centred approach. This research project made use of data related to

child behaviour and parenting, gathered through the Family Resource Project which explored the

parenting experiences and resource access and allocation decisions of families who have

preschool children with and without communication delays. Cluster analysis was used to explore

whether there were identifiable clusters of children and families within each sample. Interview

data fi"om each identified family cluster was then explored further, to identify how parents

described their child's behaviour and their experience of parenting. Results show that, within this

sample, parents of preschoolers with communication delays described their child's behaviour and

their experience of parenting differently than did parents of children without communication

delays. Results also showed that within this sample parents experiencing parental stress and/or

family conflict described their child's behaviour and their experience of parenting differently than

did parents from other clusters. Results suggest support for early intervention and the use of

family-centred intervention, particularly for families of children with communication delays.
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Exploring the Experiences of Families Of Children Who Have Communication

Delays, as a Population at Risk for the Development of Behavioural Concerns

Introduction

The following statement by Ontario's Ministry of Children and Youth Services, in

a recent policy framework document, strongly indicates that government policy makers

and flinders put a heavy emphasis on research that supports early intervention and the

integration of services for children at risk.

The vision and transformation agenda of Ontario's Ministry of Children and

Youth Services is focused in three areas - Best Start, Specialized Supports and

Children and Youth at Risk. Central to this vision is the belief that integration of

services and earlier intervention will contribute to better outcomes for children and

youth and will help to reduce the need for more intrusive and costly services.

Ministry and related services strive to focus on prevention, early detection and

integration while still meeting critical and immediate needs. (Ministry of Child

and Youth Services, 2005) ("Linking Child Welfare and the Children 's Service

System in Ontario: A policyframeworkfor communities ")

The current research project is focused on exploring the family experience of

parents with children who have been identified with communication delays which is a

population of children at risk for the development of behavioural concerns. Specifically, I

will explore parents' perceptions of their child's behavioural development and their

experience of parenting, in order to inform the development and provision of integrated

and family-centred early intervention services for families.

Existing research supports the correlation between communication delays and social and

behavioural concerns in children (Beitchman «fe Wilson, 1996; Brinton & Fujiki, 1993;

Stevenson, 1996). In their review of the literature Dionne, Boivin, Tremblay, Laplante and

Perusse (2003) found that "rates of language delays... can reach 24% to 65% in samples of

children identified as exhibiting disruptive behaviors" (p. 261), and "as many as 59% to 80% of
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preschool- and school-aged children identified as exhibiting language delays also exhibit

disruptive behaviors" (p. 261). The association between language delays and behavioural

concerns appears to be supported regardless of whether the behaviour is described as disruptive

behaviour, aggressive behaviour or negative social-emotional behaviour. Donahue et al. (1994)

labelled these behaviours as "emotional / behavioural" concems, and included aggression,

conduct disorders and attention deficit disorders in their definition.

As stated by Campbell (2002), the relationship between language development, behaviour

and complex environmental influences (e.g., different parenting styles) is still poorly understood.

Two general theoretical models have been proposed to explain the correlation. The first type of

model, called the "shared or correlated etiological factors model" by Dionne et al. (2003, p. 262),

proposes that there are genetic and/or environmental factors that impact both language

development and behaviour. The second type of model, called "phenotype-to-phenotype

contributions" (Dionne et al., 2003, p.262), has three possible variations. The first is that poor

communicafion skills lead to the development of disruptive behaviour patterns in social

interactions. The second is that disruptive behaviour impacts, or interferes with, appropriate,

language development. The third is that there is a reciprocal influence between behaviour and

language. Dionne et al. (2003) suggested that longitudinal data support the language-to-

behaviour pathway. Indeed the results of their study with 562 19-month-old twins do support this

pathway.

Regardless of the pathway between communication concems and behavioural concems,

the high rate of coexistence of the two suggests that behavioural interventions for preschoolers

with communication delays could be important for healthy development. The importance of

early behavioural screening and intervention for children with identified communication delays is
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also supported by a growing body of research demonstrating that aggressive and disruptive

behaviours are moderately to strongly stable through the preschool years and into early childhood

(Campbell, 1990; Shaw, Gilliam & Giovanelli, 2000). Children's Mental Health Ontario

(CMHO, 2002) has made the case for early identification citing early patterns of behaviour

problems as potential indicators of a developing pattern of mental health concern. The case for

early intervention is also supported by research on early brain development, which suggests that

there are periods of critical growth in early childhood development (McCain, Mustard &

Shanker, 2007)

Prevention and early intervention require that children at risk for the development of

social/emotional and behavioural concerns are identified and receive preventative intervention

prior to concerns reaching clinical levels. Dionne et al. (2003) stated that "referral processes

should consider early delays in language attainments... as possible indicators of the onset of a

high aggression trajectory" (p. 270), and that "children with early verbal delays should be

screened for the presence of higher rates of disruptive behaviours even in the absence of clinical

levels" (p. 270). Similarly, in their study of 259 three-year-olds enrolled in Head Start

classrooms. Kaiser et al. (2000) stressed the need to screen this population for early emergent or

sub-clinical levels of behavioural concerns, as well as poor language skills, in order to intervene

early and prevent the development ofmore serious communication and/or behavioural issues.

However, as identified by Alkon, Malia and MacLennan (2003), parents are often more

reluctant to seek professional help when their child has behavioural problems, than when the

concerns involve other developmental issues. In their study of referral patterns in Head Start

programs, Fantuzzo et al. (1999) found a similar reluctance among early childhood educators to

identify preschool children as having emotional and behavioural problems. It has been suggested
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that this reluctance to refer children with behavioural concerns may stem from parents and

professionals harbouring fears that a behavioural label would result in negative and inaccurate

perceptions of a child's current competencies and future potential (Fantuzzo et al., 1999; Mallory

&Kems, 1988).

If both parents and professionals are reluctant to refer children with behavioural

concerns, but there is evidence to support early intervention before behavioural concerns reach a

clinical level, it becomes a challenge for professionals to support parents in identifying early

behavioural concerns in order to intervene effectively. Early identification and early intervention

have been found to improve child outcomes in a number of areas including behaviour (Barkley et

al., 2000; Campbell et al, 2001 ; Kazdin, 1 997; Ramey & Ramey, 1 998). Early intervention is

also generally identified as more efficient in terms of cost (Bamett & Escobar, 1999; Hayes et al.,

1999).

Studies on the effectiveness of early intervention are based on theories about early brain

development. The work of McCain, Mustard & Shanker (2007) on the importance of eariy

intervention is based on studies that identify critical periods of brain development that occur

before the age of six. While critical periods of early development may be biologically

determined in terms ofwhen they occur, McCain et al. (2007) also identify that the process of

development is strongly influenced by both proximal and distal ecological factors. There is

evidence of additional ecological factors that potentially contribute to the development of

behavioural concerns in preschool children. Some of these ecological risk factors include

coercive parenting styles, parental and family conflict, low socioeconomic status, lack of social

supports and high parenting stress (Beck & Shaw, 2005; Campbell, 2002; Meyers, 1998; Petit,

Bates & Dodge, 1997; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1999). It is important to recognize that
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these risk factors each exist on a continuum that extends to protective factors, in that the absence

or opposite of the risk factor protects against the development of the concern. This becomes an

important point when considering interventions (addressed later in this discussion).

In addition, there is evidence of a cumulative effect of multiple risk factors (Deater-

Deckard, Dodge, Bates & Petit, 1998; Rutter, 1979; Sammeroff, 2000). In their study on

cumulative risk factors, Appleyard, Egeland, van Dulmen and Sroufe (2005) concluded that their

research "support(s) the need for comprehensive prevention and early intervention efforts with

high-risk children, such that there does not appear to be a point beyond which services for

children are hopeless, and that every risk factor we can reduce matters" (p. 235).

When ecological risk factors are present in the family environment in addition to child

risk factors, intervention must address the family as well the child. There is a growing body of

research on the effectiveness of Family Centred Services (PCS) (King, Rosenbaum & King,

1996; King, King, Rosenbaum & Coffin, 1999; Law et al., 2003), which builds on a bio-

ecological systems theory of child development (Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994; Bronfenbrenner

& Morris, 1998). This theoretical framework recognizes the influence of both proximal and

distal environmental factors on child development, and supports the perspective of treating the

child in the context of the family and the community.

The body of research on FCSs suggests that family factors as well as child factors must be

considered in order to provide effective service and that family outcomes, as well as child

outcomes, are an important measure of the effectiveness of services. In spite of differences in

parental reporting found in some studies (Alkon et al., 2003; Maniadaki et al., 2007) FSCs

emphasize that parents need to be recognized as the experts on their child. Rosenbaum et al.

(2005) suggested that "if parents were also asked to prioritize their child's issues in terms of their
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judgment of the relative importance of the problems, such information could be used as a basis

for planning intervention" (p.7). Thus, parental input regarding any concerns they have about

their child can assist clinicians to develop integrated and family-centred intervention plans and

strategies. Parental involvement in intervention, and / or intervention strategies geared to the

parents themselves, are also important. Family-centred interventions such as parent education

and parent training, which focus on increasing skills or protective factors while decreasing risk

factors related to parenting styles and family stress, and interventions that assist with increasing

access to services and supports, have been found to be effective early interventions for improving

child behavioural outcomes (Cunningham, Bremner & Boyle, 1995; Reid, Webster-Stratton &

Hammond, 2003; Webster-Stratton, 2003).

In its entirety, this research suggests that preschool children with communication concerns

are a population at risk for the development of behavioural concerns who should be screened for

emerging behavioural problems even in the absence of clinical levels of concern. If asked,

parents can and will identify emerging problems with their preschool children that should be

included in intervention strategies beyond speech and language interventions. Further, if

additional environmental risk factors exist (e.g., family conflict, ineffective parenting styles, high

levels of parenting stress, and low socio-economic status), children with communication delays

face an even higher risk of developing behavioural concerns. Third, early identification and

intervention targeted at both child and family factors can be effective in improving child,

behavioural and family outcomes. Therefore, offering these interventions in an integrated,

family-centred approach can be more effective in improving both child and family outcomes than

if interventions are fi-agmented. The key, however, lies in the early identification of concerns.
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Goal and Research Questions

The current research project builds on the findings of Illois (2004), using data gathered

fi-om two samples for the Family Resource Project (Owen et al., 2002). The clinical sample (n =

53) consisted of families whose children had identified communication concerns and were

involved in speech and language therapy. The community sample (n = 32) consisted of families

of children recruited fi-om local child care centres. In her analysis of these data, Illois (2004)

expected to find that children in the clinical sample would have more difficulty with inattention,

hyperactivity and impulsivity than children fi-om the community sample. No statistically

significant difference was found between the samples. In addition, Illois expected to find that the

clinical families would experience a higher level of conflict than the community families, but

again, no statistically significant difference was found in this data set. These initial results were

surprising, given that the clinical sample is one in which a statistically significant difference

would have been expected, as supported by existing literature (Illois, 2004). What Illois did find,

was that "families that experienced a great deal of daily parenting hassles also experienced a high

level of conflict, low level of resources and the children tended to have behavioural difficulties"

(p.52).

Building on these results, the overall goal of the current project was to fiirther explore the

experiences of these parents who have preschool children, with and without communication

delays, with a focus on how they describe their child's behaviour and how they describe their

experience ofparenting. In the original project, parents were not asked specifically whether they

had any other questions or concerns about their child or about parenting that they would like

assistance with. Instead, they were asked about the impact of having a preschool child (with or

without communication delays) on their time, energy and relationships. In the current project, the
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term "parenting experience" is being used to refer to the parents' responses to these questions, as

a narrative potentially containing indicators of family risk or protective factors (parent stress,

availability of support, etc.) that may suggest the need for or benefit of additional intervention

beyond speech and language therapy for the child, in a family centred approach.

To this end, this research project was guided by the following research questions:

1

.

Will cluster analysis identify child clusters defined by speech, language, gender, age

and behavioural variables in both samples, and specifically a cluster of children in the

clinical sample with a combination of language and behavioural issues?

2. Will cluster analysis identify family clusters, or types, defined by risk factors that

have been supported by previous research as being associated with or being predictors

of child behavioural outcomes, and specifically a cluster of families experiencing high

levels of stress in both samples?

3. Will parents in both samples express concerns about their child's behaviour in semi-

structured interviews (as an early indicator of emerging behavioural issues) even

though they do not score their preschool children within the clinical range on a

behavioural measure?

4. Will parents of preschool children with communication delays express different

concerns about their child's behaviour and different concerns about parenting, in

semi-structured interviews, than parents of children with no idenfified communication

delays?

5. Will parents from both samples whose family characteristics reflect higher levels and

numbers of risk factors express more or different concerns about their child's
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behaviour and their experience ofparenting in semi-structured interviews than parents

from other family profiles?

Method

As mentioned earlier, the current study made use of data gathered as part of the "Family

Resource Access and Allocation Project" (FRP; Owen et al., 2002), which was approved by the

Brock University Research and Ethics Board (see Appendix One). The objectives of the FRP,

which was funded by a grant from the Canadian Language and Literacy Research Network

(CLLRNet), focused on the resource access and allocation decisions of families with preschool

children who had a communication delay compared with families of preschoolers without an

identified communication concern.

Original Project

In the FRP participants consisted oftwo samples. Parents of both samples were asked to

complete questionnaires and participate in semi-structured interviews. They were paid $50 for

their time as participants in the study.

The first sample (n = 53) consisted of families with preschoolers who had communication

delays as identified by a Speech and Language Pathologist (SLP) from Speech Services Niagara,

an organization in Niagara that provides speech and language services to children if a parent /

caregiver or professional expresses concerns about their speech. SLPs identified type and

severity of speech concerns using the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation (2000) and the

Preschool Language Scale-3 (Zimmerman et al, 1992). In this sample there were 16 girls and 32

boys ranging in age from 32 months to 71 months (M = 48.8 months). All but four of the

interviews in this sample were conducted with the child's mother. Two of those four were

conducted with the father, and the other two were conducted with both the father and mother
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together. In this sample, 91% of the famihes were two-parent families, with the remainder being

single, separated or divorced.

The second sample (n = 32) comprised children who had no identified communication

delay and who were recruited from local child care settings in the Niagara Region. In this sample

there were 13 boys and 19 girls ranging in age from 27 months to 61 months (M = 43.7). All but

five of the interviews in this sample were conducted with the mother. Two of these five were

conducted with the child's father, and the other three were conducted with both parents together.

In this sample, 80% of the families were two-parent families, with the remainder being single,

separated or divorced.

As part of the original project, questionnaires were completed by all of the parents at

home over a two week period and included the following:

• a modification of the Parenting Scale (Buri, 1991);

• the Family Resource Scale (Dunst & Leet, 1985);

• the Parenting Daily Hassles Scale (Cmic & Greenburg, 1990);

• the Social Provisions Scale (Cutrona & Russell, 1987);

• a subset of the Family Environment Scale (Moos, 1994); and

• the short form of the Conners' Parent Rating Scale Revised (Conners, 1997).

All data from the questionnaires were coded and entered into SPSS (version 1 1). The details of

the measures and scales from the FRP that were used for the current project are detailed later in

this paper in the description of the cluster analysis design.

In addition to the questionnaires, semi-structured interviews were conducted by research

assistants in families' homes or at Brock University and were approximately one hour in length.

Interviews were tape recorded and transcribed verbatim. Primary interview questions focused on
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the parent's perception of the impact of having a child with communication delays (in the clinic

sample) or a preschool child (in the community sample) on the family, and the parent's

perception of the resources essential to and available for meeting their own needs and the needs

of their child.

Current Project

This project made use of both standardized questionnaire data and interview data from the

FRP. First, demographic and questionnaire data were used specifically to conduct cluster

analysis using SPSS (version 14) to identify child and family clusters, and to use the identified

family clusters to select interviews for further analysis. The interview data were analyzed with

the qualitative goal of obtaining a more in depth understanding of the views of the parents,

related to their descriptions of their child's behaviour and their experiences related to parenting

children with or without communication delays. Only responses to interview questions that

focused on parents' descriptions of their child and of their experience ofparenting were used in

the analysis. The interview data were analyzed manually.

Definitions

Communication delay. For the purposes of the current project, "communication delay"

was defined as a mild, moderate or severe delay in speech (articulation) or language (receptive or

expressive) as measured on either the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation (2000) or the

Preschool Language Scale-3 (Zimmerman et al., 1 992).

Behavioural concern. For the cluster analysis of the questionnaire data, "behavioural

concern" referred to a mean raw score on either the ADHD axis or the Oppositional axis of the

Conners' Parent Rating Scale, Short Form - Revised (Conners, 1997), that differentiated one
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cluster from another. For the qualitative analysis of interview data, a behavioural concern was

defined as any expression of concern by a parent which related to managing the day-to-day

behaviours of his/her child or related to concerns about their child's future, thus reflecting the

need to address emerging behavioural concerns.

Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis is a method for identifying homogeneous subgroups within a sample by

minimizing within-group variation and maximizing between-group variation. Hair and Black

(1998) articulated the following six stages for their model of cluster analysis: objectives,

research design, assumptions, derivation of clusters and assessment of overall fit, interpretation of

clusters, and the validation and profile of clusters. This model was used as a template for this

project.

Objectives

There were three objectives for cluster analysis in this project.

The first objective was to derive classifications of children with and without a

communication delay using the following variables:

• behavioural characteristics as measured on the ADHD and Oppositional axes of

die Conners' Parent Rating Scale (1997);

• type of communication concern (speech delay, language delay or both) derived

from the Preschool Language Scale -3 (Zimmerman et al, 1992) and the

Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation (2000);

• level of speech or language delay (mild, moderate or severe);

• age; and
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• gender.

These variables are consistent with the literature cited earlier regarding the correlation between

communication delays and behavioural concerns (Dionne, Boivin, Tremblay, Laplante, &

Perusse, 2003).

The second objective was to derive classifications of families with preschool children

both with and without a communication delay, using the following variables:

• socioeconomic status (measured by family income);

• parenting style as measured on the Parenting Scale (Buri, 1991);

• severity of parenting daily hassles as measured on the Parenting Daily Hassles

Scale (Cmic & Greenburg, 1990); and

• level of conflict in the family as measured on the Family Environment Scale

(Moos, 1994).

As cited earlier, these characteristics are consistently identified in the literature as parental

and familial, or ecological, risk factors that are associated with child outcomes, particularly

behavioural outcomes (Beck & Shaw, 2005; Campbell, 2002; Meyers, 1998; Petit, Bates &

Dodge, 1997; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1999).

The third objective was to make use of family profiles derived through cluster analysis to

select interview data for further analysis in both samples, in order to further explore how families

from each cluster in each sample described their child's behaviour and their experience of

parenting. To this end, cluster analysis was conducted separately on each sample, in order to

explore potential differences in the qualitative thematic analysis, both within and between

samples. The details of qualitative analysis of the interviews are described later in this paper.
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Design

Child variables. The variables used to identify child clusters based on communication delay and

behavioral characteristics included child age and gender, type of communication concern (speech

or language) and severity of concern (mild, moderate or severe), and ratings of oppositional or

ADHD symptom behaviours, using the following measures:

1. The child's age was defined as the child's age in months, at the time the data were collected;

2. To identify type and severity of communication delays, results fi-om the Preschool Language

Scale -3 (Zimmerman et al, 1992) and the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation (2000) were

used. These tools were administered to each child in the Clinical Sample by a Speech and

Language Pathologist as part of the original study. For each child in the clinical sample the

Speech and Language Pathologist identified whether the concern was a speech concern, a

language concern, or both as identified by the standardized measures. For each child in the

clinical sample the Speech and Language Pathologist also used the clinical cutoffs fi-om each test

to categorize the severity of the concern (mild, moderate or severe);

3. Oppositional scores and Attention Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) scores were

derived fi-om the Conners' Parent Rating Scale - Revised (Short Form) (Conners, 1 997) which

was completed by the parent as part of the data collection for the FRP. The Conners' is a 27-item

questionnaire that measures child behavioural concerns on four subscales, including oppositional,

cognitive problems / inattention, hyperactivity and Conners' ADHD index. Parents are asked to

rate each item, on a four-point scale from (not true at all) to 3 (very much true), considering

their child's behaviour in the previous month. For the current study total scores on the

"oppositional" and "ADHD Index" subscales of the Conners' were used. Composite scores for

ADHD index can range from to 36 for males 3 to 5 years old, and to 27 for females 3 to 5
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years old, with higher scores indicating greater symptomatology ofADHD. Given that this study

focused on the views of parents regarding their concerns, regardless of whether those concerns

reflected a standardized T-score in the clinical range, raw scores were used as a reflection of

parental view of their child's behavioural concerns. TTie oppositional subscale consists of six

items (e.g., "angry and resentful" and "argues with adults "). Composite scores for oppositional

subscale can range from to 18 for males 3 to 5 years old, and to 14 for females 3 to 5 years

old, with higher scores indicating more concerns related to oppositional behaviour. The ADHD

index consists of 12 items (e.g., "inattentive, easily distracted" and "short attention span ").

Composite scores for ADHD index can range from to 36 for males 3 to 5 years old, and to 27

for females 3 to 5 years old, with higher scores indicating greater symptomatology ofADHD.

Family /parenting variables. For the purpose of obtaining the parent/family clusters, variables

were selected from the questionnaire data that the parents completed as part of the FRP. The

variables used included family income, authoritarian style of parenting, intensity of parenting

hassles and level of conflict in the family, operationalized as follows:

1. Reported household family income, in $15,000 increments, as indicated by the parent in the

data collection process for the original study was used as a measure of socio-economic status;

2. Scores from the Parenting Scale (Buri, 1991) were used to obtain ratings of an authoritarian

style of parenting. This is a 30-item scale that measures parenting style on scales of

authoritarianism, authoritativeness and permissiveness. The scale used in the FRP was adapted

from the original questionnaire (which was designed for adolescents to evaluate their parents'

style ofparenting) to be answered by parents about their perceptions of their parenting style with

preschool children. For example, the original question ''While I was growing up my motherfelt

that in a well-run home the children should have their way in thefamily as often as the parents
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do " was changed to "Ifeel that in a well-run home the children should have their way in the

family as often as the parents do. " Items were rated by the parents on a five-point scale, from

one (Strongly Agree) to five (Strongly Disagree). For this project, the average score for

authoritarianism was calculated, with higher scores indicating higher level of authoritarian

parenting style;

3. A measure of the parents' perception ofthe severity ofparenting hassles was obtained fi"om

scores on the Parenting Daily Hassles Scale (Cmic & Greenburg, 1990), which consists of 20

items reflecting common parenting situations (e.g., "kids demandyou entertain them " and "kids

are hard to manage in public "). For each item, parents indicate how often each event occurred

on a four-point scale from 1 (rarely) to 4 (constantly). In a second section, parents rated how

much of a hassle, or how severe, each event was perceived to be, on a five-point scale fi-om l(no

hassle) to 5 (big hassle). The two sections of the questionnaire have been found to be highly

correlated (Cmic & Greenberg, 1990). For this thesis, an average severity of hassles score across

items (between 1 and 5) was calculated, with higher scores indicating greater severity of hassles;

4. Scores fi"om the Family Environment Scale - Form R (Moos, 1 994) were used to obtain a

measure of the level of family conflict. This scale consists of 90 items that are designed to assess

three dimensions of the family environment (relationship, personal growth and system

maintenance) on 10 subscales. For this thesis, composite scores fi"om the conflict scale within the

relationship domain were utilized. The conflict subscale consists ofnine items to which parents

respond "true" or "false" (e.g., "wefight a lot in ourfamily" and "family members sometimes

get so angry they throw things "). Higher scores (out of a possible total of 9) on this subscale

indicate higher levels of family conflict. The conflict subscale's Cronbach alpha is .75 (Moos,

1994), indicating that it has adequate reliability.
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Derivation ofClusters and Assessment ofOverall Fit

The Two-Step Cluster Component of SPSS (version 14) was used to obtain clusters. This

software is capable ofmanaging both the continuous and categorical variables that exist in this

project's data set, and has the capability to automatically find the optimal number of clusters

using an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method (SPSS Technical Report, 2001). This

program automatically sets aside outliers, which can also be examined to identify if and how they

compare to the clusters that emerge. In this dataset, no outliers were identified.

Interpretation and Validation ofClusters

As articulated by Hair and Black ( 1 998), "interpreting clusters involves examining the

differences between the clusters with respect to the variables used in the cluster analysis" (p.

190). SPSS (version 14) identifies the statistical significance (or clusterwise importance) of each

variable (using chi-square or Student's t-tests) in terms of its contribution to the formafion of the

cluster, and important variables can then be used to assist in defining and describing the nature of

the cluster. Specifically, the variable mean of the cluster is compared to the variable mean of the

sample as a whole to determine if there is a statistically significant difference, and the variable is

identified as important to the formation of the cluster if it surpasses the critical value of the

statistical test. Further, simultaneously examining the within cluster variation for each variable

for all clusters within a sample (by examining the simultaneous 95% confidence intervals of the

means) can idenfify the degree of overlap of variable values between clusters (that is, whether or

not clusters consist of cases that are likely to have similar variable scores along some or all of the

range of scores within each cluster). The less overlap that clusters have along the range of

variable scores, the more different the clusters are fi-om each other along that variable. And if

that variable has also been found to be important to the formation of that cluster, then the variable
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could be said to 'define' characteristics of the cluster. As such, the clusters derived in this study

were described according to those variables that stood out as significant within each cluster, and

according to the degree of overlap between clusters on those variables. As a final test, the

differences between variable means within each cluster were tested for significance. All were

found to be statistically significant (p<.05) or extremely statistically significant (p<.000\) unless

otherwise stated. This test supported descriptions of differences between clusters based on higher

or lower mean variable scores.

It is also important to remember that cluster analysis is a descriptive and exploratory

method. While the nature of the analysis allows for a description of the characteristics of each

cluster, it does not provide any information regarding the nature of the relationship between

variables, nor the reasons why clusters may be different. Clusters that emerged in this study were

also referenced to existing literature in order to assist with interpretation.

Child clusters were compared to family clusters in both samples, using a simple chi

square association test, to explore if there was any relationship between "types" of children and

"types" of families.

Profiling ofClusters

One possible outcome of a cluster analysis and profiling stage, as described by Hair and Black

(1998), is "that it may be possible to offer a narrative description of the characteristics of the

members of the cluster" (p. 190). This narrative description could include characteristics (or

variables) that were used and found to be important to the formation of the clusters, as well as an

examination of similarities and differences along other variables that clusters might share. This

potential was particularly enticing, given the opportunities to explore whether or not such a
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narrative description was consistent with a thematic analysis of the interview data selected from

each family cluster.

Cluster Analysis Results

Variable Correlations and Normality Statistics

The data were examined to explore the general relationships between the variables (see

Appendix Two for the first order correlations table). Child and family variables were explored

separately, as no cluster analysis was conducted that included both child and family variables.

Within the clinical child sample, type of communication concern and severity of communication

concern were significantly and positively correlated, as were oppositional and ADHD scores.

One way ANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between type of communication

concern, and both ADHD and oppositional scores. There were no differences among the four

types of communication concerns and ADHD scores (F(3,44) = 0.54, jp = .66) or oppositional

scores (F(3,44) = 1 .75, p =
. 1 7). There were no significant correlations between variables in the

community child sample.

Within the clinical family sample, conflict and severity of hassles scores were

significantly and posifively correlated. There were no significant correlations between variables

in the community family sample.

The distribution of the data was also examined (see Appendix Three for summary table of

means, standard deviations and normality statistics). Both skewness and kurtosis were examined

to determine if the distributions were normal. Skewness is a measure of the symmetry to the left

and right of the centre point, or mean. Kurtosis is a measure of whether the data distribution is

peaked or flat relative to a normal distribution (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). All values were

within a range of±2 except for the oppositional scores in both samples. While the skewness and
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kurtosis were more significant for the community sample, both samples showed a positively

skewed distribution with a peak near the mean. This distribution reflects a low frequency of

oppositional behaviour, as would be expected (i.e. most children do not have elevated

oppositional scores). It also reflects a peak just above the mean in the community group, which

was not expected and is discussed in detail later in this document.

Child Clusters

Clinical sample, children, initial analysis. The six variables used in the initial cluster analysis of

the 53 children in this sample were child age in months, gender, total oppositional raw score, total

ADHD raw score, type of communication concern and severity of communication concern, on

the measures described earlier. While this number of variables is high for the size of the sample,

all six were used in the initial analysis in order to determine which variables were most important

to the formation of the clusters. Five children were excluded from the initial cluster analyses, as

their communication data were not available. Three clusters emerged in the initial cluster analysis

of the clinical sample of children.

The within cluster variation of scores was examined by the simultaneous 95% confidence

intervals of the means. This examination revealed overlap between the clusters, on the child's

age in months and on total oppositional raw scores. The importance of each variable to each

cluster was examined to assist with identifying the variables that defined each cluster. Type of

communication concern was an important defining variable for all three clusters. Child's gender

was an important variable for defining two of the clusters. Child's age in months was a variable

that only defined one cluster. Total ADHD raw score was only important for one cluster.

Severity of communication concern and total oppositional raw score were not defining variables

in the formation of the three clusters.
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These results prompted a reduction in the number of variables used to differentiate

clusters, as a lower number of variables allows for a clearer definition and description of each

cluster. The second cluster analysis did not include severity of communication concern as it was

not identified as important to the formation of the clusters in the initial analysis. Two clusters

emerged fi-om this second analysis.

The next step was to also remove total oppositional score as a variable, as it was also not

identified as a significant variable in the initial cluster analysis. Cluster analysis without total

oppositional score did not affect cluster membership. Removal of this variable also did not

change the significance of each remaining variable. Similarly, removal of child's age in months

(as a variable important only to the formation of one cluster in the initial cluster analysis) did not

affect cluster membership, when analysis included the variables of total ADHD raw score, total

oppositional raw score, type of communication concern and child gender. Tables 1 and 2 show

the results of this cluster analysis.

Table 1.

Clinical Children Clusters, Gender and Communication

% of Speech Language Speech and Speech and

Cluster N combined Boys Girls concerns concerns language language

concerns within normal

limits

One
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Table 2.

Clinical Children Clusters, Oppositional andADHD Scores

Cluster
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Community sample, children. The four variables used in the initial cluster analysis of the 32

children in the community sample were child age in months, total oppositional raw score, total

ADHD raw score and child gender. In the initial cluster analysis, two clusters emerged, with

Cluster One consisting of boys and Cluster Two consisting of girls. There was overiap between

these two clusters with regards to age, oppositional scores or ADHD index scores. The cluster

wise importance indicated that gender was the only important variable in the formation of both

clusters.

Based on this finding, the decision was made to explore whether or not there were unique

clusters within this sample based on the core variables of interest related to behaviour

independent of gender. To accomplish this, gender was then removed as a variable and cluster

analysis was run using the variables of age, oppositional scores and ADHD scores. With this

analysis only one cluster emerged, suggesting a homogeneity in this sample across the remaining

variables when age was included in the analysis.

The decision was then made to explore whether or not there were any unique clusters

within this sample based on oppositional raw scores and ADHD raw scores alone, as the core

behavioural variables and the main focus of this research project. The characteristics of the two

clusters that emerged in this analysis are outlined in Table 3.

Table 3.

Community Children Clusters, Oppositional Scores andADHD Scores

Cluster
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Cluster One consisted of 12, or 37.5% of the children. Cluster Two consisted of 20, or

62.5 % of the children. The ADHD variable was important to the formation of both clusters,

with cluster one having a mean significantly higher than Cluster Two (p>.05). Examination of

the within cluster variation revealed that there was overlap between the two clusters across the

range ofoppositional scores within each cluster, but no overlap between the two clusters on

ADHD scores. This means that the ADHD scores of all of the children in Cluster One fell above

the ADHD scores of all of the children in Cluster Two, creating a distinct separation between the

two clusters on ADHD scores. This analysis revealed a cluster of community children whose

elevated ADHD raw score would suggest that some children within the cluster scored within the

range at which professional intervention is recommended. Given that there was overlap

between the two clusters on oppositional scores, but a distinct difference between the clusters on

mean total ADHD scores Cluster One could be identified as "Community Children at Risk for the

Development ofADHD."

A second look at the clinical sample. Once the cluster analysis for the community children was

completed the decision was made to conduct additional cluster analyses for the 53 children in the

clinical sample, in order to examine the clinical sample using the same variables used in the final

cluster analysis of the community sample (age, total oppositional scores and total ADHD raw

scores). In this analysis, two clusters emerged. An examination of the simultaneous 95%

confidence level of the means revealed that the two Clusters overlapped completely on age, but

that there was no overlap at all between the two clusters on either total oppositional raw scores or

total ADHD raw scores. Only the behavioural variables were important to the formation of both

clusters.
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The final decision in the community children's sample was to identify if any clusters

would emerge based on behavioural variables alone (total oppositional raw scores and total

ADHD raw scores). The same analysis was performed on the clinical children's sample,

strengthened by the results of the previous analysis which indicated that child age was not

important to the formation of clusters. Again, two clusters emerged based on behavioural

variables alone. Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of the clusters.

Table 4.

Clinical Children Clusters, Oppositional Scores andADHD Scores

Cluster
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1

could be labelled as "Boys with Language Concerns At Risk for the Development of Behavioural

Concerns."

Assessing the Impact ofthe oppositional variable

In order to test for possible impact on the cluster analysis, of elevated normality statistics

on the oppositional variable, each child's oppositional score was transformed to a categorical

"have / have not" variable (using the clinical T-score of 70 as the dividing point) for both samples

and the cluster analysis was rerun. There was no substantive difference in the cluster analysis

results for the clinical sample, suggesting and supporting the findings that both oppositional raw

scores and ADHD raw scores in this clinical sample were significant in identifying unique child

clusters.

Within the community sample, there was only one notable difference in running the

cluster analysis using the binary oppositional variable. That is, in addition to identifying two

clusters very similar in nature (in terms of size and mean variable scores) to the cluster analysis

results outline in Table 3 above, a small third cluster (n=5) was identified, of children with

elevated ADHD and oppositional raw scores that were both important to the formation of the

cluster. This cluster was named "Children in Need of Referral for Further Assessment".

The goal of analysing these samples of children was to identify whether or not there was a

subgroup within each sample that might be identified as being at risk for the development of

behavioural concerns, particularly within the clinical sample. Cluster analysis did identify a

subgroup for children at risk for behavioural concerns in both the clinical sample and the

community sample.
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Family Clusters

Clinical sample, families. The clinical sample consisted of 53 families. The four variables used

in the initial cluster analysis of this sample included the average authoritarian score, average

severity of hassles score, total family conflict score and income measures. Two clusters emerged

in this sample in the initial analysis. Within cluster variation was investigated by examining the

simultaneous 95% confidence intervals of the means. This examination revealed overlap

between the two clusters on authoritarian and family conflict score and on income. The least

amount of overlap was on family conflict scores. The significance of each variable to the

formation of the clusters was also examined. This analysis revealed that income was the only

variable that was critical to the formation of both clusters. Based on this finding (the amount of

overlap between the two variables on authoritarian scores) it was decided to remove average

authoritarian scores from an additional cluster analysis. From this analysis, three clusters

emerged. However, there continued to be overlap between all three clusters on severity of

hassles and family conflict scores. The only defining variable was family income.

A second decision was then made to remove family income as a variable, to determine if

any clusters would emerge based on the remaining variables (severity of hassles and family

conflict) as the core variables of interest. The characteristics of the two clusters that resulted

from this analysis are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5.

Clinical Family Clusters, Severity of Hassles and Family Conflict

Cluster
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There was no overlap between the clusters derived from this analysis on either variable,

indicating a distinct separation between the clusters along both variables, and both variables were

important to the formation of the clusters. Cluster One (n = 32, 60.4% of the families) had a

mean severity of hassles score and a mean family conflict score significantly higher (jp<.05) than

the mean scores of Cluster Two. This cluster was named the "Clinical High Hassles / High

Conflict Cluster." Cluster Two (n = 21, 39.6% of the families) with a significantly lower mean

severity of hassles score and a significantly lower mean family conflict score was named the

"Clinical Low Hassles / Low Conflict Cluster."

Community sample, families. The community sample consisted of 32 families. The four

variables used in the initial cluster analysis of this sample included the average authoritarian

score, average severity of hassles score, family conflict score and income. Only one cluster

emerged in the community family sample, suggesting that this sample is fairly homogeneous

along the variables used in the initial analysis.

Based on these results, and to determine if there was heterogeneity in terms of the core

variables of interest, a second cluster analysis was performed using the same two variables that

were used in the final cluster analysis of the clinical family sample (severity of hassles and family

conflict scores). Removing average authoritarian score and income from the analysis resulted in

two clusters within this sample. One case was excluded due to missing data. The characteristics

of each cluster are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6.

Community Family Clusters, Severity ofHassles and Family Conflict

Cluster N %of Severity of hassles Family conflict

combined
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Interview Data

Design

The selection of interview data to review was based on membership in family clusters.

SPSS Two-Step Cluster Analysis offers the option to save cluster membership as a variable. Data

records were then examined manually to identify those whose individual variable scores were

closest to the mean variable values of each cluster in each sample (clinical and community),

remembering that cluster means in each sample had been identified as having a statistically

significant difference. These individual families would be "typical" of the cluster of which they

are part, in that their variable scores resemble the mean of the cluster, and it is typical families

from each cluster that were of interest for the interview analysis. Twenty-five percent of the

interviews were analyzed. Six interviews from each clinical family cluster and five interviews

from each community family cluster were selected for analysis, as outlined in Tables 7 to 10

below.

Table 7.

Selected Interviews, Clinical Families - High Hassles /High Conflict (Cluster One, n = 32)

Selected interviews Variable means from cluster analysis

Subject ID Severity of hassles (cluster M = 2.58) Sum of Conflict (cluster M = 3.28)

006 155 100

009 2.61 3.00

023 2.60 4.00

051 2.25 3.00

086 2.40 3.00

090 2.45 3.00
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Table 8.

Selected Interviews Clinical Families - Low Hassles /Low Conflict (Cluster Two, n = 21)

Selected interviews Variable means from cluster analysis

Subject ID Severity of hassles (cluster M = 1 .80) Sum of conflict (cluster M = 0.76)

005

007

010

034

073

082

1.55

1.60

1.80

1.70

1.85

1.70

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

Table 9.

Selected Interviews, Community Families - High Conflict (Cluster One, n = 8)

Selected Interviews Variable means from cluster analysis

Subject ID

0l5

037

040

043

061

Severity of hassles (cluster M = 2.45) Sum of conflict (cluster M = 4.50)

2.05

2.40

2.10

2.79

2.78

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00
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Table 10.

Selected Interviews Community Families - Low Conflict (Cluster Two, n = 23)

Selected Interviews Variable means from cluster analysis

Subject ID Severity of hassles (cluster M = 1 .95) Sum of conflict (cluster M = 0.96)

017 ZOO LOO

020 1.89 0.00

025 1.96 1.00

030 1.90 0.00

041 L90 OOO

Content Analysis

The purpose of analyzing interview data was to explore parents' descriptions of their

children, as well as their experience of parenting. To accomplish this, content analysis of the

selected interview transcripts from the FRP was conducted. This content analysis was conducted

from an essentialist or realist perspective, which proposes that one can "theorize motivations,

experiences and meaning in a straightforward way because a simple, largely unidirectional

relationship is assumed between meaning and experience and language" (Braun & Clarke, 2006,

p. 85). Two separate sections of the interview data were explored. Due to the small sample size

the interview data were examined by hand, rather than using content analysis software. Inter-

rater reliability was tested on a random selection of interviews from each cluster. A total of eight,

or 36%, of the interviews were coded independently by a second individual. Cohen's Kappa

coefficient for inter-rater reliability was 0.647 (p < 0.05) for all coding taxonomies.

The purpose of the interview analysis was to explore emergent themes and patterns in the

way parents described their children's behaviour and their parenting experiences. The goal was

to explore differences between how parents of preschoolers with and without communication
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delays described their child's behaviour and the stresses related to parenting. An additional goal

was to explore whether parents from families with higher levels of risk factors would describe

more or different stress related to parenting, than would parents from families with lower levels

of risk factors.

Interview Data Results

Behavioural Concerns

The interview questions used for this part of the analysis included:

• Does your child have a disruptive behaviour problem that is/was of concern to

you? If yes, what is it?

• Has your child been referred for behavioural services?

• Are there any specific sfrengths that you think your child might have in the ftiture?

• Are there any specific challenges that you think your child might face in the

future?

Transcripts to the above questions were examined to identify an initial coding scheme

related to behavioural issues. The first step in coding the data was to isolate references

(statements) parents made that were behavioural in nature, in response to the selected interview

questions. This coding process included highlighting both adjective and verb phrases that parents

used to describe how their child acts or behaves, and included references to their child's social

interactions. As described in Table 1 1 below, references to likes, dislikes, attributes (personality

traits), learning, and speech / language skills were excluded.

At this stage it was determined that, in the selected interviews, parents described their

child's behaviour with language that could be described as positive, negative, or neutral. Positive

statements were defmed as those in which a parent referred to an adaptive social or behavioural

skill their child displayed, or a direct indication that they did not have any behavioural concerns

about their child. Negative statements were defined as those in which a parent referred to a social

or behavioural characteristic that the parent stated or implied was difficult to manage, or a direct
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indication that they had behavioural concerns about their child. Neutral statements were defined

as references to child behaviours that were not stated or implied to be either positive or negative.

A second examination of the interview data was then done to code the behavioural

references using this framework. Phrases labelled as positive were marked by a "+"; phrases

labelled as negative were marked with a "-"; and phrases identified as neutral were marked with

an "n". Table 1 1 shows examples of the positive / negative / neutral coding.

Table 11.

Coding Examples ofBehavioural References

Positive (+) Negative (-) Neutral (n) Not coded

"he's fine in social

settings" (S-061)

a response of "no" to

the question "Does

your child have a

behavioural concern

that is or was of

concern to you?"

"he can't sit still" (S-

021)

a response of "yes" to

the question "Does

your child have a

behavioural concern

that is or was of

concern to you?"

'she doctors us" (C-0 15)

ambiguous responses to

the question "Does your

child have a behavioural

concern that is or was of

concern to you?"

likes, dislikes or preferences

(e.g. "she likes music" -

S015)

attributes (e.g. "she is very

smart" - S -074)

references to learning (e.g.

"I think school will be a

struggle" - S-053)

references related to speech /

language issues

Table 12 below summarizes the frequency count and percentage of positive, negative and

neutral behavioural statements made by parents of the 12 families selected from the clinical

sample (« = 6 per cluster). Within the clinical sample, positive comments included comments

such as "she is very easy going" and "she gets along with everybody." Examples of negative

comments include "he's too busy. . .every day. . .constantly" and "social situations can be tough

for her."
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Table 12.

Coding Countsfrom Clinical Family Interviews

Cluster membership Statement count and percentage

Positive Negative Neutral Total

Cluster One: High 9(37.5%) 14(58.3%) 1(4.2%) 24(100%)

Hassles/High Conflict

(n = 6 interviews)

Cluster Two: Low 17(85.0%) 3(15.0%) 20(100%)

Hassles / Low Conflict

(n = 6 interviews)

Within the selected interviews, 58.3% of the comments made by families from the High

Hassles / High Conflict about their child's behaviour were negative while 37.5%) were positive .

It is worth noting that in the selected interviews from the Low Hassles / Low Conflict cluster

85.0%) of the parents' comments about their child's behaviour were positive, while 15% were

negative. The three negative comments were made by three different parents, while the

remainder of the positive and negative comments in both clusters were also spread between all of

the families.

Table 13 illustrates the frequency count and percentage of positive, negative and neutral

behavioural statements made by the 10 families selected from the community sample (n = 5 per

cluster). Examples of positive comments made by parents in the community group include

"...social skills, you know, she gets along with other kids" and "they love him at day care."

Examples of negative comments made by parents in this sample include "she's always into too

many things at once" and "he is a bit more problematic at home."
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Table 13.

Coding Countsfrom Community Family Interviews

Cluster membership Statement count and percentages

Positive Negative Neutral Total

Cluster One: High Conflict 8(44.4%) 6(33.3%) 4(22.2%) 18(100%)
(n = 5 interviews)

Cluster Two: Low Conflict 6(54.5%) 4(36.4%)

(n = 5 interviews)

1 (9.0%) 11(100%)

Positive and negative comments were made by all parents in all clusters, with the

exception of negative comments in the Low Conflict Cluster. These four comments were made

by four different parents. Within the selected interviews, 44% of the comments made by parents

in the High Conflict Cluster were positive and 33% were negative; while 54%) of the comments

made by parents in the Low Conflict Cluster were positive and 36% were negative.

Analysis of the interview data also revealed that 16 parents from the combined group of

85 families from both samples specifically told the interviewer that they had "a concern about

their child's behaviour." Twelve of these parents were from the clinical sample of48 families.

This means that 25% of the families in the clinical sample indicated that they had these concerns.

Eight of these 12 families fell into the Clinical High Hassles / High Conflict cluster. The

remaining four of the 16 families who specifically identified that they had a concern about their

child's behaviour were community families, and represented 12.9%» of the 31 families in the

community sample. Three of these four families were members of the Community High Conflict
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cluster. The full interview data from the original project were not available for one of these four

community families.

Of these 15 children, cluster analysis identified 14 of them as either:

1. Children at Risk for Behavioural Concerns («=3; having high oppositional and

ADHD raw scores as measured on the Conners); or

2. Children from High Hassles / High Conflict families («=3; families experiencing high

severity of hassles and high family conflict); or

3. Children at Risk for Behavioural Concerns and from High Hassles / High Conflict

families («=8; being children who have membership in both of these clusters).

The interviews of the 15 families who indicated that they had a behavioural concern about

their child were explored as a specific subset of interviews. Table 14 below shows the results of

the counts of 'positive,', 'negative' and 'neutral' behavioural statements made by parents who

specifically identified that they had a concern about their child's behaviour. The one community

family with incomplete interview data was excluded.

Table 14.

Coding Countsfor All Families Who Specifically Identified a Behavioural Concern

Sample membership Statement count and percentages

Positive Negative Neutral Total

Clinical families (n=12) 14(23.7%) 35(59.3%) 10(16.9%) 59

Community families (n=3,

interview data not complete

for one family)

5 (38.4%) 5 (38.4%) 3(23.1%) 13

Totals 19 40 13 72
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TTie percentage ofnegative comments about child behaviour (35 of 59 comments, or 59%)

within this selection of interviews is similar to that of the subgroup of parents in Clinical Cluster

One - High Hassles / High Conflict (14 of 24 comments, or 58%) shown in Table 12

Emergent themes in interview analysis. Further analysis of parental commentary about their

child's behaviour in the selected interviews from each clinical and community cluster revealed

some emerging themes. The thematic categories that were identified included time orientation

(past, present or fixture), location of concerns (at home/with parents vs. in community/with

others), social skills, activity level, following instruction / listening, comments about personal

attributes, normalizing comments (e.g. "that's normal for his age"), temper, direct response to the

question about behavioural concerns, and career orientation. An "other" category captured

important commentary not falling into a specific thematic category. Further, the comments are

interpreted as reflections of either a past, current, or future behavioural concern. All of the coded

behavioural comments could be categorized within these themes and time frames.

The interviews were reviewed for additional contextual information, or comments made

by parents in relation to, or as explanation for, behavioural comments that they made. This

contextual information helped to locate the parents' behavioural concerns, in relation to their

overall view of their child, and their child's strengths and challenges. These contextual

comments were categorized within the emergent themes of speech, learning / school, physical

attributes, aptitudes / likes / dislikes, attributes (not behaviour related) and other. Table 15

provides a summary of the number, types and time orientation of comments made by parents in

the selected interviews from each cluster, about their children's behaviour.
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Table 15.

Summary ofThematic Analysis ofInterview Comments Regarding Child Behaviour

Group

Clinical Cluster

One - High

Hassles / High

Conflict (n=6)

Positive comments Negative comments Neutral comments

- total of 9 comments - total of 14 comments - only 1 neutral

made made comment made

- present and future

oriented

- past or present

oriented

majority were made - the majority were

by those parents in

this group (3 out of

6)who did not

identify current

behavioural concerns

made by those parents

in this group (3 out of

6) who identified

current behavioural

concerns

- for those who
identified current

behavioural concerns,

positive comments

were future oriented

- negative comments

were predominantly

related to social skills,

activity level /

attention, or following

instructions / listening

- the only cluster to

express behavioural

concerns related to

following instructions /

listening

Clinical Cluster

Two - Lx)w

Hassles / Low
Conflict (n=6)

-total of 17

comments made

- both present and

future oriented

- total of 3 comments

made

- future oriented

- no neutral

comments made

- all six parents

identified that they

had no concerns

about their child's

behaviour

- all were expressed as

concerns related to

social skills

expressed as
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Group Positive comments Negative comments Neutral comments

strengths related to

social skills or were

attributional in nature

(easygoing, gets

along with others)

Community
Cluster One -

High Conflict

(n=5)

- total of 8 comments

made

- present oriented

- four of the five

parents identified no

current behavioural

concerns

- predominantly

related to social skills

outside of the home
(liked at day care,

gets along with other

kids) and positive

attributes

- total of 6 comments

made

- 4 neutral

comments made

- predominantly present - the only parents to

oriented

- behavioural in nature

(pouting, temper

tantrums, into

everything)

- often specific to

negative behaviour in

the home environment

differentiate

between behaviour

at home and at day

care

- normalizing

comments

Community
Cluster Two -

Low Conflict

(n=5)

- total of 6 comments
made

- present oriented

- consistently

identified that they

had no concerns

about their child's

behaviour

- total of 4 comments

made

- fiature oriented

- predominant themes

related to worrying

about normal social

challenges (trusting,

naive with peers)

- only 1 neutral

comment made

- normalizing

comments

- social skills related
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Group Positive comments Negative comments Neutral comments

All Families Who

Identified A

Behavioural

Concerns

(n=15; 12 Clinical

families, 3

Conmiunity

families)

-total of 19

comments made

- present oriented

- predominantly

social skills related

(works well with

others, sociable,

cooperative, good

with people)

- secondary theme is

positive comments

made by parents who
identified past

behavioural concerns

(fine now, has

blossomed)

- total of 40 comments - total of 1

3

made comments made

- past or present

oriented

- present oriented

- predominant themes - related directly to

are behavioural (can't the child (she takes

sit, can't focus, doesn't things in, he is

listen, temper tantrums, learning) OR
hyperactive,

aggressive) - related to the

environment (he

follows his brother)

with neither a

positive nor a

negative

connotation

Comments about their child's social skills were made by parents in the selected interviews

from every cluster. However, five out of the six comments made by parents fi-om Clinical Cluster

One - High Hassles / High Conflict about their child's social skills were negative in nature, and

were past and future rather than present oriented; three out of the five comments made by parents

fi-om Clinical Cluster Two - Low Hassles / Low Conflict about their child's social skills were

negative, but were related to concerns for the child in social settings in the fiiture; all three of the

comments made by parents from Community Cluster One - High Conflict parents about their

child's social skills were positive and present oriented. Within the selected interviews, parents

from Clinical Cluster One - High Hassles / High Conflict, and Community Cluster one - High

Conflict, were the only parents who made behavioural comments related to activity level /

attention of their child, and these comments were negative in nature. Parents from Cluster One
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were also the only parents who made behavioural comments related to following direction /

listening, which were also negative in nature. Finally, this cluster included the only parents to

make behavioural comments related to temper. The comments were negative in nature and

predominantly made by one parent. While parents from every cluster made positive attribute

comments, only parents from Clinical Cluster One - High Hassles / High Conflict made negative

attribute comments. The Community Clusters included the only parents who made normalizing

comments about their child's behaviour.

Contextual comments. Within the selected interviews, parents from both Clinical Clusters made

contextual comments related to past, present or ftiture concerns about speech and language issues.

However, those from Clinical Cluster One - High Hassles / High Conflict expressed ongoing

concerns, while those from Clinical Cluster Two - Low Hassles / Low Conflict, made positive

conmients related to improvement in their child's speech and/or language skills. Parents from

both Clinical Clusters also expressed concerns related to learning or school.

Within the selected interviews, parents from all four Clusters were able to identify

aptitudes and the likes and dislikes of their children, such as "he likes books" or "she is good at

puzzles".

Behavioural referrals. It was also noted from the interviews that some families who identified a

behavioural concern in the interview had received a referral for behaviour services prior to the

interview. Only families in the clinical sample had received referrals for behavioural concerns.

Seven of the twelve clinical families who identified a behavioural concern, but none of the four

community families who identified a behavioural concern in the interview, received a referral.

Parenting Experience

The interview questions included in this part of the analysis were:
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• What is it like to have a child with a communication difficulty (in the

speech/language sample) or a preschool child (in the sample identified as not

having any speech/language concerns)?

• How does having a child with a communication difficulty (in the speech/language

sample) or having a preschool child (in the sample identified as not having any

communication delays) have an impact on you and your family's time, energy and

relationships?

Responses to these questions were reviewed to isolate phrases that were specific

descriptions of the parenting experience. Parents used language that could be described as

positive, negative or neutral in describing their parenting experience. Phrases labelled as positive

were marked by a "+"; phrases labelled as negative were marked with a "-"; and phrases

identified as neutral were marked with an "n". Table 16 below summarizes the positive /

negative / neutral coding process with examples.

Table 16.

Coding Examples ofParenting Experience References

Positive (+) Negative (-) Neutral (n) Not Coded

- "it's a joy" (C- - "it's very - "it changes your - phrases that were

030) fiiistrating" (C-028) priorities" (C-041) explanatory in

nature (e.g. "it's just

- Responses that one more thing you
- phrases that indicated an impact have to incorporate

indicated no impact on the time, energy in your day after

on the time energy or relationships everything else" -

or relationships within the family S-023)

within the family

Table 17 below shows the results of the counts of 'positive', 'negative' and 'neutral' statements

made in the selected interviews by parents fi-om each cluster, when describing their experience of

parenting a preschool child with or without communication delays.
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Table 17.

Counts ofPositive, Negative and Neutral Parenting Statements by Cluster

Sample and cluster

membership

Statement count and percentage

Positive Negative Neutral Total

Clinical Cluster One - High

Hassles / High Conflict

(n=6)

Clinical Cluster Two - Low

Hassles / Low Conflict(n=6)

4 (9.8%) 32 (78.0%) 5 (12.2%)

12(42.8%) 15(53.6%) 1(3.6%)

41

28

Clinical Families Total

("=12)

16 (23.2%) 47 (68.1%) 6 (8.7%) 69

Community Cluster One -

High

Conflict (n=5)

Community Cluster Two -

Low

Conflict (n=5)

13(33.3%) 21(53.8%) 5(12.8%)

21(43.8%) 14(29.1%) 13(27.0%)

39

48

Community Families Total

(n=10)

34 (40.5%) 35 (41.7%) 15 (17.9%) 84

All Families who Identified

a Behavioural

Concern (n= 15)

18(1 8.6%) 64 (66.0%) 13(13 .4%) 97

All of the parents in every cluster made both positive and negative comments. The

biggest contrast in the number of positive and negative descriptors used to describe their

parenting experience was between parents in the interviews selected from Clinical Cluster One -

High Hassles / High Conflict, and fi-om Community Cluster Two - Low Conflict, as shown in

Table 1 7 above. The comments made by parents from the High Hassles / High Conflict clinical
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cluster about their parenting experience were predominantly negative (32 of 41 comments, or

78%). Comments made by parents from the Low Conflict Community cluster about their

^ parenting experience were 43 .8%, 29. 1% and 1 7.9% neutral ( 1 7.9%) comments about their

parenting experience. It is worth noting that parents from the Low Conflict Community cluster

were the only parents to use a higher percentage of positive than negative descriptors about

parenting.

Further analysis of comments within the selected interviews made by parents in each

clinical and community cluster with regard to parenting experience revealed additional emerging

themes. The thematic categories that were identified included impact on time, impact on energy,

impact on relationships, speech qualifiers (statements reflecting parenting stress related to

understanding their child), behaviour qualifiers (statements reflecting stress related to child

behaviour), service needs (statements regarding attending speech services), speech homework,

child's interactions in the community, and general response (to the question "what is it like to

have a preschool child?"). All of the coded parenting comments could be categorized within

these themes. Table 1 8 illustrates the grid that was developed to categorize the parenting

comments within the identified themes, with examples from the actual interview data.

Table 18.

Thematic Analysis Grid ofParenting Experience Comments

Theme Positive Negative Neutral

Impact on time "it'sjust partof the "well, it is hard just, "I mean it's more

day. . . it's incorporated well, it's so busy" focused on the kids"

into the day, so it's fine"

"time? O.K. so we have "family time? It revolves

none. . . it's very around her"

busy. . . in general we
have less time than we
used to"
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Theme Positive Negative Neutral

Impact on energy " the family seems to

have a robust sense of

energy"

-"energy? Well, nothing

different. We still do

the same things we used

to"

"oh it's draining. It's

constantly impacting on

your energy, it's just one

more thing you have to

incorporate into your

day after everything

else"

"she sucks it out of

us. . .because she has a

lot of energy and it

comes from us because

we don't have it

anymore"

"as long as you take time

for yourself and you, you

know, share the

responsibilities with your

spouse, I think that

helps"

Impact on relationships

"our friends have been

really good; I think our

family is as close as it

always has been, our

friends are pretty well

the same, so I don't

think it really had a big

impact on us"

"it's had a positive

effect, you know, you

see something in the

other person you never

knew they had, so it's

kind of neat to see"

"my husband and I will

get stressed and upset at

each other"

"with my husband and I,

I mean sometimes it's

the cause of

disagreement so our

fights because we may
not agree on um you

know certain tactics for

discipline or for um
other things schooling

and um extracurricular

activities, that sort of

thing"

"our relations just seem

to be focused around

other people in the same

situation as us"

"it's different now
because our main focus is

parenting, not each

other"

Speech qualifiers "seeing her make
progress and doing well

is very rewarding"

"it was worrisome only

because you kept

comparing to other kids

um and lots of people

like to compare and you

get mixed messages

from everyone . . . who
say 'oh she's not

communicating very

weir or 'she's doing

just fine'
"

"I didn't know how to

help him, it was hard, I

didn't know how to

teach him to talk you

know how to get

through that"

"it just changes ...your

whole perspective toward

teaching, learning,

speaking. . .you pay more

attention to it all"

"oh it's straining
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Theme Positive Negative Neutral

Behaviour qualifiers actually, he gets

frustrated and you know
when he has his tantrum

and we get upset and he

gets upset"

Service needs "the only impact it had

was taking him to the

Learning Centre which I

wouldn't even say was a

problem"

"you have to set up the

schedule to go to speech

therapy"

"we just try not to

compare too much and

let her do her thing. . .but

still getting her services

that she needs"

Speech homework "just making the

time, for his lesson and

then some practicing at

home which was like ten

minutes a day... it's not

like it took hours and

hours... I don't think it's

bad, it's very little"

"that's all you're

focusing on, you're

focusing on every day

play when we read a

book when we do his

homework that is all we
think in the back of our

mind, O.K. we have his

speech homework to do"

Child interactions in the

commimity

"she is getting better,

most of her friends are

starting to understand

her now"

"you are always worried

too because when he

leaves you, you know
you have to. . .he is used

to us explaining to

people what he wants

and now he has to go

and do it on his own so

you try to prompt

people"

General response "what's it like... mostly "frustrating. Frustrating "it definitely makes a

wonderful" and very worrisome" difference"

"it has its moments but "sometimes it's

mostly it's very positive, frustrating"

I have been very

fortunate I've had a "frustrating"

good experience with

both my children" "challenging"

"we couldn't imagine

life without her"

"busy, tiring"

"it's different than I

expected it would be"

"it changes your

priorities, I think"

Other concerns "we actually thought

there was more wrong
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Theme Positive Negative Neutral

that what there was"

Similar to the behavioural analysis, parenting experience comments from the selected

interviews from each Cluster group were explored in order to identify any differences in the

emerging themes between Clusters, and / or between the clinical and community samples. Table

19 below summarizes the counts and types of parenting experience comments made by parents,

broken down by cluster membership.

Table 19.

Emerging Themes in Comments Made by Parents about Their Parenting Experience

Group Positive comments Negative comments Neutral comments

Clinical 4 comments made - 32 comments made

Cluster One - - predominantly made by - far outnumbered

High Hassles /

High Conflict

(n=6)

those indicating there

was no impact on

relationships, due to

strong relationships in

the immediate and

extended family

positive comments

- commonly used words:

frustrating, stressful,

draining, worrisome,

exhausting

- negative impact on

time, energy and

relationships

- exfra time is required to

communicate with the

child - to understand and

be understood

- exfra time is required to

work on speech

homework and schedule

appointments

- 5 comments made

- related to needing to

find services and

changing parental

perspective
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Group Positive comments Negative comments Neutral comments

- speech homework and

appointments also impact

on energy

- families who made
negative comments made
few or no positive

comments

Clinical

Cluster Two -

Lx)w Hassles /

Low Conflict

(n=6)

- 1 2 comments made

- predominantly the

absence of an impact on

their time, energy or

relationships for some

families

- almost equal number of

positive and negative

comments

- 1 5 comments made

- some identification of

frustration and worry, but

more related to concern

about how speech

concerns would impact

on the child outside of

the home (e.g. being

made fun of, not being

understood by others)

- those who made
negative comments made
few or no positive

comments

- only 1 neutral comment
was made

Community

Cluster One -

High Conflict

(n=5)

- 1 3 coirmients made

- identification of

positive aspects of

parenting made by some

parents (wonderfiil,

positive, ftin, rewarding,

beneficial)

- 21 comments made

- negative comments

outnumbered positive

comments

- identification of an

impact on time (feeling

rushed)

- frequent identification

of an impact on energy

- 5 comments made

- general statements (e.g.

children come first) with

no positive or negative

connotation
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Group Positive comments Negative comments Neutral comments

- commonly used words:

difficult, tiring, draining

(less intensity that in

speech cluster one)

- impact on relationships

related to parents not

having as much time

together

- most families who
made negative comments

also made positive

comments

Community

Cluster Two -

Low Conflict

(n=5)

- 2 1 comments made

- positive comments

outnumber negative

comments

- identification of

positive aspects of

parenting by all parents

(joy, pleasure, fun,

interesting, rewarding, a

thrill)

- acknowledgement of no

impact on time and

energy and some

identification of a

positive impact on

energy and relationships

(it's benefited, it's had a

positive effect)

- 14 comments made

- common words include

challenging, trying, time

consuming

- every parent who made
a negative comment
made as many or more

positive comments,

usually closely tied

together

- 1 3 comments made

- general statements

about parenting (it's

different; main focus is

parenting; changes

priorities; not what I

imagined; a learning

experience, a 24/7

commitment) with no

positive or negative

connotation

Within the selected interviews, parents from Clinical Cluster One - High Hassles / High

Conflict, rarely made positive references to parenting. They associated much of their frustration

to the effort it takes to understand and be understood by their child. Much of the impact on time
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within the selected interviews from both CHnical Clusters was attributed to the need to do speech

homework and attend sessions. Negative comments made by parents in Clinical Cluster Two -

Low Hassles / Low Conflict were related to time constraints and worry about their child either

now or in the future. Positive parenting references by parents in the selected interviews from

both Clinical Clusters were most often expressed as the absence of negative impact (i.e. that there

was no impact on time, energy and/or relationships) rather than using positive wording.

Negative parenting references by families from Community Cluster One - High Conflict

outnumbered positive comments and were related to the behaviours of their child, and the impact

of having a preschool child on their time, energy and relationships. Positive parenting references

in the selected interviews with parents from both Community Clusters, especially Community

Cluster Two - Low Conflict, were often positive expressions (e.g., "it's a joy," "it's fun"). This

type of comment was not made by parents from either Clinical Cluster in the interviews selected

for this analysis. Parents from the Community Cluster Two - Low Conflict cluster were the only

group whose positive comments about parenting outnumbered their negative comments.

Discussion

The purpose of this project was to conduct an in-depth analysis of a data set that did not

initially show statistically significant results, in terms of investigating whether there was a

difference between a clinical and a community sample.

The unexpected results from Illois' (2004) work prompted a further examination of the

FRP data. It was anticipated that this research project would provide more in-depth information

about the experiences of families with preschool children, with and without communication

delays, within this data set, by focusing on subsets within each sample that were identified

through cluster analysis. This project explored whether parents from both samples experiencing
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higher levels of stress (as identified through cluster analysis) would express concerns about their

child's behaviour in semi-structured interviews, as an early indicator of emerging behavioural

issues, even if they did not score their preschool children within the clinical range on a

behavioural measure. This research project also explored whether parents of preschool children

with communication delays would express different concerns about their child's behaviour and

their experience of parenting in semi-structured interviews than would parents of children with no

identified communication delays. Finally, it explored whether parents whose family

I
characteristics reflect higher levels and numbers of risk factors, would express more or different

concerns about their child's behaviour and their experience ofparenting in semi-structured

interviews, than would parents fi-om other family profiles. The goal of the present project was to

inform the development and design of integrated and family-centred early intervention services

for families of children with communication delays, based on concerns expressed by the parents.

Discussion ofCluster Analysis Results

Clinical children. The goal of analysing the sample of children with speech and language

concerns was to identify whether or not there was a subgroup within this sample that might be

identified as being at risk for the development ofbehavioural concerns. A number of researchers

have identified a correlation between language concerns and disruptive behavioural patterns in

preschoolers (Beitchman & Wilson, 1996; Brinton & Fujiki, 1993; Stevenson, 1996; Dionne,

Boivin, Tremblay, Laplante & Perusse,2003). Other researchers have identified that boys in this

age range are more likely to have disruptive behavioural concerns than girls (Crowther, Bond &

Rolfe, 1981). Within this clinical sample, the initial cluster analysis did idenfify a group of 9

children (17.0% of the sample), predominantly boys with language concerns, whose mean total

oppositional raw score and mean total ADHD raw score on the Conners' Parent Rating Scale -
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Revised would identify at least some of them as being at risk for the development of disruptive

behavioural concerns. As described by Conners, "individuals scoring high on (the oppositional)

scale are likely to break rules, have problems with persons in authority, and are more easily

annoyed and angered thzm most individuals their age", and the Conners' ADHD Index "identifies

children / adolescents 'at risk' for ADHD" (Conners, 1997, scoring sheet). Given their elevated

scores on these indices, and the support in the literature, this cluster was named "Boys with

Language Concerns at Risk for Behavioural Concerns." While the results of this study cannot

speak to Dionne et al.'s (2003) findings regarding a language to behaviour pathway, they do

support their suggestion that children with language concerns be screened for higher rates of

behavioural issues, even in the absence of clinical levels of concern. While the group of boys

with language concerns who had elevated behavioural scores on the Conners was small in this

sample, the goal of early identification is to not miss any children who could benefit fi-om early

intervention in order to minimize fiiture concerns.

Community children. The initial cluster analysis of this sample of children from community

child care centres only split the sample by gender. When gender was removed as a variable,

leaving age, total oppositional raw scores and total ADHD raw scores, only one cluster emerged,

seeming to confirm homogeneity within this sample of children on behavioural variables.

However, when the sample was analysed using only the two behavioural variables of total

oppositional scores and total ADHD scores (removing age as a variable) two clusters did emerge.

Given that there was overlap between the two clusters on oppositional scores, but a significant

difference between the clusters on mean total ADHD score, with Cluster One (37.5% of the

sample) having a mean ADHD score significantly higher than the mean ADHD score of Cluster

Two, Cluster One was labelled "Community Children at Risk for the development ofADHD."
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Further analysis using presence or absence of a clinical oppositional score as a categorical

variable identified a small group of children in this community sample who also had elevated

oppositional raw scores, who were labelled as "Children in Need of Referral for Further

Assessment."

All children. Cluster analysis, then, did confirm that while no statistically significant

difference was found between these clinical and community samples of children on behavioural

variables (Illois, 2004), there was a group of children in each sample (9 of 53, or 17%, in the

clinical sample and 12 of 32, or 37.5%, in the community sample) who could be identified based

on their elevated Oppositional and ADHD raw scores (in the clinical sample) or elevated ADHD

raw scores (in the community sample) on the Conners, as completed by the parent. It was

expected that there would be a larger cluster of these children in the clinical sample, but that was

not the case. The fact that there was such a large percentage of children in the community sample

who scored high on the behavioural measures, may partially explain why Illois (2004) did not

find the expected statistically significant difference between the samples, given that her

prediction was that the clinical sample of children would show more behavioural concerns.

In their review of the last 20 years of research literature on prevalence rates of child and

youth mental health disorders, Waddell and Shepherd (2002) suggest a prevalence rate of 1 5% of

children and youth who are affected by a mental health disorder that causes both significant

symptoms and significant impairment. Other researchers have identified prevalence rates up to

21% when considering significant symptoms that may or may not lead to impairment (Angold &

Costello, 1995; Offord et al., 1987). These prevalence rates include any mental health disorder.

Waddell and Shepherd (2002) quote prevalence rates of 3.3 % for each type of disorder, when

focusing on conduct disorder and attention deficit / hyperactivity disorder. This study focused on
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only preschool children, and on symptomology as reported by parents, rather than symptomology

and impairment. Even given these qualifiers, cluster analysis identified a percentage of children

in both samples who were at risk for the development of behavioural concerns, that falls within or

exceeds general prevalence rates for mental health disorders in children and youth. It was not

expected that the cluster analysis would actually identify such a high percentage of children with

behavioural concerns in the community sample.

While conclusions cannot be drawn, as it was not included in the scope of this study, the

clinical sample did consist of children whose family resources were sufficient to support them to

and through one block of speech therapy, while the community sample consisted of children who

had no previous involvement with clinical services of any kind outside of child care professionals

in the child care centres. The findings of this study are consistent with the findings of Fantuzzo

et al (1999) and Alkon, Malia and MacLennan (2003), regarding the reluctance of both

professionals and parents to seek professional assistance for preschool children with emerging

behavioural concerns. This unexpected finding in this study would suggest that further study

into preschool screening and referral patterns for emerging or clinical level behavioural concerns

in preschoolers in child care centres here in Ontario, would be helpful. The need for this type of

early identification is supported by research that has identified the stability of early-onset

behavioural concerns over time (Campbell, 1 990; Shaw, Gilliam & Giovanelli, 2000).

Given that cluster analysis did identify groups of children in each sample with elevated

mean oppositional and / or ADHD raw scores that suggest that individual children's scores would

approach or fall within the clinical range, it became difficult to assess the initial question related

to parents expressing concerns about their child's behaviour in semi-structured interviews even

though they did not score their preschool children within the clinical range on a behavioural
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measure. The focus of this analysis then shifted to the exploration of whether parents fi-om the

clinical sample would express different concerns about their child's behaviour and their

experience of parenting in semi-structured interviews, than would parents from the community

sample. As the selection of interviews for analysis was based on family cluster membership,

rather than child cluster membership, it is necessary now to review the outcome of the cluster

analysis based on family variables.

Clinicalfamilies. In the cluster analysis of the clinical sample of families, two clusters

emerged using variables selected based on research that has identified parenting stress measured

through parenting daily hassles (Beck & Shaw, 2005; Campbell, 2002; Cmic & Greenberg, 1990)

and family conflict (Deater-Deckard et al., 1998; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1999) as risk

factors for children displaying disruptive behavioural concerns. Cluster One (n = 32, 60.4% of the

families) had elevated scores on both severity of hassles and family conflict measures and was

called the "High Hassles/High Conflict Clinical Cluster." Cluster Two (« = 21, 39.6% of the

families) had a significantly lower mean score than Cluster One and was called the "Low

Hassles/Low Conflict Clinical Cluster." As discussed later in more detail in this paper, the high

percentage of parents experiencing stress and family conflict in this sample is not surprising;

given research literature that has identified high levels of stress in families of children with

disabilities (Cadman, 1991; Dyson, 1993; King et al., 1999; McKinney & Peterson, 1987).

Communityfamilies. Cluster analysis of the community sample of parents also idenfified two

groups. Cluster One (8, or 25.8%, of the families) had an elevated mean family conflict score.

There was no overlap between the two clusters on family conflict scores, however there was

overlap between the two clusters on severity of hassles scores, suggesting that family conflict was

a better descriptor of the clusters than was severity of hassles. Cluster One in this community
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sample was called the "High Conflict Community Cluster." The remainder of the community

family sample consisted of the majority of families in this sample (23, or 74.2% of the families),

and fell in Cluster Two, with a mean family conflict score significantly lower than the mean

family conflict score of Cluster Two. This cluster was called the "Low Conflict Community

Cluster." These results suggest that in spite of the high percentage of community children having

elevated scores on behavioural measures, this sample of community parents did not necessarily

express higher levels of stress related to parenting when completing standardized measures.

However, as will be seen later in the discussion of the interview data, some of these parents did

express stress related to parenting, in interviews.

Discussion ofInterview Data

Child behaviour. The results of this study indicate that in this particular sample, there were

parents who had concerns about their child's behaviour, both in the clinical sample and in the

community sample. When family cluster membership, based on severity of parenting hassles and

/ or family conflict variables, was used to select interviews to analyze further, thematic variations

emerged in how parents fi-om each clinical family cluster and parents from each community

family cluster described their child's behaviour in semi-structured interviews.

Parents sampled from the High Hassles / High Conflict Clinical Cluster tended to have a more

negative view of their child's behaviour than parents sampled from any other Clinical or

Community cluster. The negative comments made by this sample ofparents about their child's

behaviour were predominantly related to poor social skills, high activity level, poor attention, or

difficulties following instrucfions and listening to parents. In the cluster analysis results, there

was no significant correlation between clusters of children with higher scores on behavioural

measures completed by parents, and clusters of families expressing higher rates of parenting
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stress and conflict on standardized measures. Yet in the interviews selected for analysis, parents

from the clinical cluster with higher levels of parenting stress and conflict did describe negative

child behaviours that caused them stress. This finding would suggest that, consistent with

research on Family Centred Services, it would be beneficial to ask parents about their concerns

regarding their children and parenting, and not solely rely on standardized measures to capture

I'
potential risk or sfress factors in the family environment.

In contrast, within the selected interviews, parents from the Low Hassles / Low Conflict

I
Clinical Cluster used a higher percentage of positive descriptors than parents sampled from the

High Hassles / High Conflict Clinical Cluster when discussing their child's behaviour. These

parents were able to describe their child's sfrengths and positive attributes, and any concerns

tended to be expressed as concerns related to social skills as their children got older. In spite of

concerns related to speech and language issues for their child, these parents used fewer

expressions of concern related to child behaviours. These results would suggest that within this

group of families selected for the interview analysis there are factors that shape the parents' view

of their children's behaviour differently than in the previous group. Unfortunately, it is not clear

from the data what these factors may be. They may be child-related factors. For example, it

could be that the children actually do have fewer behavioural issues, or that their speech and

language concerns are less severe and so their parents experience less stress related to meeting

their developmental needs. The protective factors could also be family or parental factors, rather

than child factors. For example, these families may have more resources available to them to

assist them in meeting the needs of their child. What is clear from these findings, is that the

clinical sample is not homogeneous. It is this kind of difference within a sample that can serve as

a basis for further exploration into child and family factors that could act as mediators or
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moderators of child outcomes. It raises questions about resilience, and why some children and

families just seem to do better than others in similar circumstances.

In the selected interviews, parents from both the High Conflict and Low Conflict

Community Clusters seemed to have a more balancer view of their child's behaviour in

interviews, regardless of levels of family conflict and the intensity of parenting daily hassles.

Parents from both Community clusters were able to describe positive attributes and behaviours in

their children. However, their negative comments about their child's behaviour were different in

nature. Negative behavioural comments made in the selected interviews by parents from the

High Conflict Community Cluster were descriptions of current negative behaviour such as

pouting, temper tantrums and high activity levels ("getting into everything"). However, these

parents tempered their negative behavioural comments by indicating that they felt that the

behaviour exhibited by their child was "normal" for their age. Negative behavioural comments

made in the selected interviews by parents from the Low Conflict Community Cluster were

expressed as fiiture concerns about their child's ability to successftiUy manage normal, expected

but potentially stressful peer interactions. These results indicate that these parents whose family

characteristics reflected elevated levels of risk factors (in this study measured as higher scores on

severity of hassles and family conflict measures) expressed different concerns about their child's

behaviour in semi-structured interviews than did parents from other family profiles.

Parenting experience. The results of this study indicate that in this particular sample and in

comparison to each other, there were parents who were experiencing more family stress both in

the clinical sample and in the community sample, measured as severity of parenting hassles and

family conflict. There was a higher percentage of parents falling into Cluster One (experiencing

parental sfress and family conflict) in the Clinical Family sample (n = 32, 60.4 %) than there was
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in the Community Family sample (n = 8, 25.8%). When family cluster membership was used to

select interviews to analyze further, differences emerged in how parents from each clinical family

cluster and parents from each community family cluster described their experience of parenting,

in semi-structured interviews. In the selected interviews, parents from the clinical sample

described their experience of parenting more negatively than did parents from the community

sample; and parents from High Hassles / High Conflict Clinical and High Hassles Community

families used more negative descriptors about parenting than did parents from Low Hassles / Low

Conflict Clinical or Low Hassles Community families.

Similar to their descriptions of their child's behaviour, these parents from the High

Hassles / High Conflict Clinical Cluster seemed to have a more negative view of parenting than

was reflected in the selected interviews of parents from any other Clinical or Community cluster.

Their negative descriptors of their experience of parenting also exceeded their own positive

descriptors. The overall tone of these interviews was one of families feeling stressed and

overwhelmed with parenting. They described parenting as fioistrating, sfressfiil, draining,

worrisome and exhausting. They also described a negative impact of having a preschooler with

communication delays on their time, energy and relationships both within the immediate family,

and with extended family and friends. These findings are consistent with research that indicates

that parents of children with disabilities experience more parenting stress and family conflict than

families of children without disabilities, as summarized by Raina et al. (2004). As mentioned in

the introduction, high levels of parenting stress have been found to impact negatively on child

behavioural outcomes (Meyers, 1998; Petit, Bates & Dodge, 1997; Webster-Stratton &

Hammond, 1999).These findings also support the exploration of additional supports for these
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families, beyond speech and language therapy, in order to improve both child and family

outcomes.

' However, in the selected interviews, parents from the Low Hassles / Low Conflict

Clinical Cluster seemed to have a balanced view of their parenting experience, and the type of

negative descriptors they used was different than those reflected in the selected interviews from

the High Hassles / High Conflict Clinical Cluster parents. The negative comments of these Low

Hassles / Low Conflict Clinical Cluster parents were expressed as parental feelings of frustration

L and worry related to how their child's communication delays would impact on the child outside

of the home (e.g., being made ftin of or not being understood by others). The overall thematic

tone ofthese interviews was a more balanced perspective on parenting, with less perception of a

negative impact on their time, energy and relationships inside or outside of the home. Again, it is

unclear why these parents would experience less concern about both their child's behaviour and

the experience of parenting a child with communication delays, than do other parents in similar

circumstances. This study was structured to examine the existing data more closely, to determine

if there were differences within and between identified clusters from each sample. While these

differences were found, this is only the first step in exploring the complex interplay between child

and family factors. It prompts further questions related to risk and resilience in families as well as

children. It also supports the need for ftirther studies to make use of the differences in how

parents describe their experiences, to explore the impact of a variety of factors on both the child

and the family.

In the analysis of the selected interviews, parents from the two Community Clusters were

also quite different from each other in the percentages of positive and negative descriptors they

used when discussing their experience of parenting. As in the selected interviews from the High
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Hassles / High Conflict Clinical families, the High Conflict Community families seemed to have

a more negative view of their parenting experience. These parents described parenting as

difficult, tiring and draining, and indicated that having a preschool child did impact on their time,

energy and on the relationship between the parents. However, these parents also used positive

descriptors about the parenting experience, sometimes describing it as wonderful, positive, fun,

rewarding or beneficial. In this group, parents who used negative descriptors also used positive

descriptors, indicating a balanced view of the parenting experience, even when there were

perceived difficulties.

Within the selected interviews, parents from the Low Conflict Community Cluster were

the only ones to to present a more positive view of parenting when describing their parenting

experience than any other family cluster in either sample. While these parents did sometimes

describe parenting as challenging, trying and time consuming, they did this less often than

families fi-om any other cluster. These parents tended to describe parenting as a joy, a pleasure,

fun, interesting, rewarding, even "a thrill." Most parents from this group perceived no impact of

having a preschool child, on their time or relationships. Some parents fi-om this group even

described a positive impact on their energy and their relationships both inside and outside of the

home. The overall tone of these interviews is one of parents experiencing many positive aspects

of parenting. These results remind us, as researchers and clinicians with special needs groups of

children, that there are children and families who are doing very well. These are children who

are developing along a "normal" trajectory, with parents who are essentially well prepared to

parent, in families that are supportive and nurturing and have access to sufficient resources.

These children and families serve to remind us that risk factors exist on a continuum that extends
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to protective factors, and that when those protective factors are in place, children and families

thrive.

The results from the thematic analysis of the interview data identify that, in semi-

structured interviews: parents of children with communication concerns expressed different

concerns about their experience of parenting than did parents of children with no identified

communication concerns; and parents in families with higher levels of risk factors expressed

different concerns about their parenting experience than did parents in families with lower levels

of risk factors.

General Discussion

While cluster analysis identified a larger group of children with emerging behavioural

concerns in the community sample than in the clinical sample, it identified a larger group of

families experiencing high hassles and high conflict in the clinical sample than in the community

sample. Cluster analysis identified that over half (60%) of the parents in the clinical sample

were experiencing high levels of parenting stress and family conflict on the measures used.

Examination of the interview data from a subset ofparents involved in the study confirms that

parents from both clinical clusters describe their experience of parenting more negatively than

parents from the community, also suggesting a higher level of caregiver stress. These results are

consistent with studies that have identified the impacts of parenting children with disabilities, on

the psychological and physical health of the caregiver (Cadman et al., 1991; Dyson, 1993;

McKinney & Peterson, 1987), generally described as caregiver stress (Raina et al., 2004). The

families with children with communication delays in this study experienced higher levels of

stress related to meeting the needs of their children than did families of children without

communication delays. This is supported by the interview data in which parents describe
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experiencing stress related to the demands of getting their children to speech therapy, and getting

their children to complete their speech homework. These parents also describe stress related to

understanding their child, and being understood by their child, which often lead to frustration for

both the child and the parent; and concerns and worries related to how their child will get along in

the community (child care and school) outside of the home, without a parent to assist, and where

others are seen by the parent as less likely to be able to understand their child. These multiple

demands and concerns, sometimes compounded by behavioural concerns such as temper

tantrums, non-compliance and high activity levels (hyperactivity), left these parents feeling, in

their words, "exhausted," "frustrated," "drained," "strained" and "depleted." These findings

suggest support for the importance of addressing parenting concerns, as well as child issues - that

is, treating the child within the context of the family, or Family Centred Service (King,

Rosenbaum & King, 1996; King, King, Rosenbaum & Goffin, 1999; Law et al., 2003),

particularly for families of children who have an identified concern such as a communication

delay.

The findings of this study also speak to the complex interplay between child and family

characteristics, or risk factors. Without specifics with regard to either direction or degree of

influence, both speech concerns and/or behavioural concerns were referenced by parents who also

expressed feelings of parental stress, either through standardized measures or in interviews. In

both samples, parents who reported higher levels of parenting hassles and/or conflict also used a

high percentage of negative descriptors when describing both their child's behaviour and their

experiences of parenting. This would suggest a cumulative effect of risk factors, as proposed by

Deater-Deckard et al. (1998) and Sameroff (2000). As stated by Zeanah (2000), "From the
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clinical perspective, what is important to remember is that risk factors tend to cluster together and

exert their effects synergistically" (p. 1 09).

Identification ofa Behavioural Concern and Receiving a Behavioural Referral

As mentioned in the results, 16 of the 85 parents involved in this study specifically identified

in the interviews that they had concerns about their child's behaviour. Twelve of these parents

were from the clinical sample and four were from the community sample.

None of the four children from the community sample, whose parents had indicated they had

a concern about their child's behaviour, had received a referral for behavioural supports at the

time of the interview, which is typically made when a parent, child care professional or physician

identifies a concern. All four children were in Community Child Cluster One - Children at Risk

for the Development ofADHD, indicating that in addition to expressing concerns about their

child's behaviour in a semi-structured interview, these parents also scored their child at a higher

level on the Conners. However, there were also eight other children in this cluster, who had high

ADHD scores on the Conners, whose parents did not identify in the interview that they had a

behavioural concern. These findings are consistent with research conducted by Maniadaki,

Sonuga-Barke, Kakouros & Karaba (2006) that suggests that identification by parents ofADHD

symptoms in their preschool children tends to be low due to their "reduced perception of severity

(of the behaviour) and to their belief in their own capabilities of handling such behaviours"

(p. 193). While these parents recognize the symptoms ofADHD, they may have difficulty

recognizing the behaviours in their own child, and this leads to lower referral patterns.

In the Clinical sample, seven of the twelve children whose parents identified in the interview

that they had a behavioural concern, had received a referral for behavioural supports prior to the

interview. Five children, whose parents identified a concern at the time of the research interview,
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had not received a referral for behavioural supports. Prior to the research interviews, these parents

may not have been asked if they had any concerns about their child other than communication

concerns. An additional three behavioural referrals had been made for children from the clinical

sample whose parents stated in the interview that they did not have a concern about their child's

behaviour. All of the referrals were initiated by a speech and language pathologist, but it is

unknown what criteria these professionals were using to determine whether or not to initiate a

referral for behavioural supports on behalf of a family.

Within this study, there were four ways in which a child or family might be identified as

appropriate or in need of additional supports beyond speech and language services. These

included:

• Measurement of child behavioural characteristics on a standardized and validated

behavioural tool;

• Measurement of family characteristics on standardized and validated tools;

• Asking parents in an interview format if they had concems about their child's

behaviour; and

• The identification of a concern other than speech or language, by a speech and

language pathologist, or by a child care professional (in the community sample).

None of these four methods identified all of the children and families that other methods did,

and each identified children or families that other methods did not. For example, speech and

language pathologists completed referrals for seven of the twelve families who identified that

they had behavioural concems, in addition to three others, but did not make referrals for five

children whose parents had concems. As another example, while twelve parents in the clinical

sample identified they had concems, only eight of those children were scored high by those
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parents on oppositional or ADHD behaviour on the Conners. As a third example, standardized

tools completed by a parent identified children scoring in the clinical range on ADHD and / or

oppositional behaviour, that were not identified as having a concern (measured by the completion

of a referral) by child care professionals.

The success of early intervention is dependent on early identification. Systems of service that

rely on the identification of concerns by professionals may be missing children and families who

can benefit fi-om early intervention. This was true both for the clinical sample, relying on speech

and language pathologists for the identification of additional concerns, and the community group,

relying on early childhood educators for the identification of concerns. These results would

suggest that interdisciplinary training, screening and services, involving speech and language

pathologists, early childhood educators, mental health professionals and other professionals

involved with infants and preschoolers, would be beneficial for the early identification of child

and family risk factors.

For children and families at risk, such as families with children with identified

communication concerns, integrated and well-coordinated services are also essential given the

caregiver stress associated with having a child with a disability. Early identification and well-

coordinated services are as important for community families with high levels of family risk

factors, such as parenting hassles and family conflict, and child risk factors such as behavioural

concerns. Evidence of the effectiveness of Family Centred Services (FCS) is now well

established, particularly for families of children with disabilities (King, King, Rosenbaum &

Goffman, 1999; Law et al., 2003). But effective provision of FCS depends on a well-

administered Family Centred Assessment using multiple measures and sources of information.

This requires the involvement of parents in the assessment process, as suggested by Glascoe
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(1999), including the identification of both child and family needs from their perspective, as well

as their involvement in coordinating service provision in a way that will help, rather than hinder,

child, parent and family outcomes.

Limitations

Despite the interesting nature of the findings of this study, there are limitations

that minimize the generalizatibilty of the findings.

The size of the samples was small (« = 53 for the clinical sample, and « = 32 for the

community sample). Cluster analysis then divides these samples into even smaller groups.

While the purpose was to identify specific groups within each sample, which cluster analysis did

accomplish, the results are specific to these samples, and specific to the clusters within each

sample. As mentioned, while cluster analysis allows for a description of the characteristics of

each cluster, it does not provide any information regarding the nature of the relationship between

variables, nor the reasons why clusters may be different.

The clinical sample in this study consisted of children who had already received one cycle

of intervention with a speech and language pathology program before entering the study, which

may have mitigated the results to some extent. It is likely that parents would experience higher

levels of stress related to parenting, before they receive any assistance from a professional, than

they would after they have received some assistance. Similarly, some of the children in the study

had received behavioural referrals, but it is unclear whether or not they had received any

intervention at the time of the study. If these parents had received some assistance with their

child's behaviour, it is likely that their parenting stress related to child behaviours, and their

perceptions of the negative impact of their child's behaviour, would have lessened from before

they received that assistance.
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The content analysis of interviews in this study focused on a small number of interviews from

specifically identified groups within each sample. While this in no way minimizes the lived

experiences of the families whose interviews were explored, it is the lived experience of those

families, whose experiences cannot be generalized to a larger population. What these results do

suggest is the need for further studies that are structured, through the use of interviews, to explore

parenting experiences in families with children with special needs. Parents are the experts on

their children, and we need to listen to what they have to say, in order to understand what types of

services they would find helpfial.

The difference in the gender split within the samples (16 girls to 32 boys in the clinical

sample, and 1 3 boys to 1 9 girls in the community sample) may have had an impact on the

findings in this study, given the behavioural variables that were utilized. Research has found that

boys in this age range are more likely to be identified with concerns related to hyperactivity and

inattention than giris (Campbell, 2002; Crowther et al., 1981).

Only two subscales from the short form of the Conners' Parent Rating Scale - Revised were

used to identify behavioural variables in this study. The use ofmore subscales, or the use of the

long form of the Conners', or of additional behavioural measures, may have resulted in different

findings, by providing a more sensitive and detailed breakdown of child behavioural concerns as

reported by parents.

The data used for this study were gathered by a project that was designed to focus on the

decisions families must make related to their use of resources, when they have a child with a

communication concern. So while the interview questions provided some information regarding

the feelings of the parents related to their children's behaviour and their own experience of

parenting, the questions were not specifically designed to explore these aspects of their lives in
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detail. It would be beneficial for fliture studies of this nature to ask parents specifically about

concerns they have about their child's development and behaviour; about what they attribute their

feelings of stress to; and about what other resources or supports they might find helpfial.

Opportunities for Further Study

Both the results of this study, and the limitations discussed above, suggest opportunities for

further study.

The application of similar methods to larger samples would assist with both confirming the

findings of this study, and with validating the methods used. Cluster analysis is sfill not a widely

used method, but in this study it was usefiil in identifying groups within samples that other

statistical methods did not identify. The groups that were identified, both in the clinical sample

(children with communication concerns at risk for the development of behavioural concerns, and

families experiencing high levels ofparenting stress and conflict) and the community sample

(children at risk for the development ofADHD and families experiencing high levels of conflict)

are important to study further for the advancement of effective, family centred clinical assessment

and practice.

Exploring the experience of children and families who have been identified with

communication concerns but have not yet begun treatment, along with longitudinal studies

through speech and language intervention, would be helpful for determining whether or not

speech and language intervention itself impacts on the behavioural and family stress factors that

are sometimes experienced by these families.

Further exploration of the complex relationship among child characteristics, family

characteristics and ecological factors would assist in identifying the combinations of child and

family characteristics that would represent the type of child in the type of family that has the
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highest risk for the development ofbehavioural concerns, suggesting a group in need of

additional referrals. Raina et al. (2004) have begun this work with the development of their

conceptual model related to caregiver stress. Their model includes contextual factors

(socioeconomic status), child characteristics (degree of disability and child behavioural

characteristics), caregiver stress factors (caregiving demands and parental perceptions of formal

supports), intrapsychic factors (self perception of competence as a caregiver) and coping factors

(social support, family ftinction and stress management), suggesting that these factors all impact

uni-directionally on each other and, ultimately, determine psychological and physical health of

the caregiver. Raina et al. (2004) proposed this model in recognition of the need for more

structured research in this area.

Further studies are required that are structixred to include interviews in the exploration of the

needs of the parents and families of children with speech and language concerns as a specifically

identified group, as most studies of children with disabilities focus on disabilities that are

perceived as more severe, such as Cerebral Palsy and Autism. This would also include studies

that differentiate between speech concerns and language concerns.

Additional studies are required to explore the most effective ways for asking parents

about their concerns and needs. This could include studies that compare the effectiveness of

services that are built on assessment practices that include standardized assessments, assessment

interviews with parents, and a combination of standardized assessments and assessment

interviews. While the FCS studies have identified that parents can effectively identify the needs

of their children and their families, they have not detailed methods for asking parents about their

concerns in a way that assists them to feel comfortable in expressing concerns related to
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parenting and child behaviour. This is essential to the successful implementation of Family

Centred Assessment in clinical practice.

There is a need for further studies on the design and implementation of coordinated

assessment and intervention services that are designed to address the stress experienced by

families of children with communication concerns. This could include studying the

effectiveness ofthe variety of integrated preschool service models that are emerging across

Ontario. Many of these service models include speech and language services, parenting

supports and preschool mental health services. The association between language concerns

and behavioural concerns has been well established in previous research (Brinton & Fujiki,

1993; Dionne et al., 2003), yet well-coordinated clinical practise to address these concerns is

not yet consistently implemented, and models have not been well researched for

effectiveness.

The identification in this study of a substantial group of community children at risk for the

development ofADHD suggests a need for further exploration into universal screening

practices and referral patterns for children in child care in Ontario.

Summary

The overall goal of the current project was to further explore the experiences oftwo

samples of parents who have preschool children, with and without communication delays, with a

focus on how they describe their child's behaviour and how they describe their experience of

parenting. This project made use of cluster analysis and content analysis of a subset of interviews

in the data analysis.

First, it was expected that cluster analysis could be used to identify and explore the nature

of subgroups of children and families within each sample, based on variables that are supported
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through research Hterature to be indicators of child behavioural outcomes. Cluster analysis

within the child sample focused on behavioural variables, based on research literature that has

confirmed a high rate of behavioural concerns in preschool children with communication delays.

This analysis did identify a group of children in each sample whose parents scored them higher

than other children on a behavioural measure. Cluster analysis that focused on parenting

variables also identified groups of parents within each sample who were experiencing higher

levels ofparenting stress and / or higher levels of family conflict than other parents within the

same sample. The results of the cluster analysis were used to select interviews fi"om each

identified family cluster, to further explore and compare parenting experiences.

In relation to the interview analysis, it was anticipated that, in interviews, parents of

children with communication delays would express different concerns about their child's

behaviour and the stresses ofparenting than would parents ofpreschoolers without

communication delays. As well, I expected that parents experiencing higher levels risk variables

as measured on standardized instruments would express more or different concerns about their

child's behaviour and their day-to-day experience of parenting, than would parents experiencing

lower levels of risk variables. Both of these predictions were confirmed through the analysis of

the interview data which were selected based on membership in family clusters.

In general, the complicated mixture of child and family risk factors is important to

consider in developing and implementing services for preschoolers. Services need to be designed

in a way that respond to the concerns that parents express, which are not always reflected in the

completion of standardized assessments, in order to be effective in meeting their needs and

improving child and family outcomes.
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Review/Final Report is required.*
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